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Textbook affordability =
Multi-pronged approach
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“Don’t put all your eggs in one basket”
- Bob Butterfield, at the University of Wisconsin-Stout

Photo by Natalie Rhea Riggs on Unsplash

- Lowers student cost (equity)
- Fits into what Librarians are already
doing
- Increases student success and
curriculum engagement
- Responsive to the hardships of the
pandemic
- Remote instruction friendly
- Accessible forever
- Adaptable
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Coronavirus - Remote Learning
“Approximately 85% of
existing course textbooks
are simply unavailable to
libraries in any other
format than print”
-

University of Gulpeh
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Textbook Statement Excerpt ......
We are here to work with course instructors to explore and identify viable textbook alternatives, including:
●

Using an existing e-book in the relevant subject area from the library’s e-book collection or requesting
that the library purchase one. Many academic e-books aren’t considered textbooks, and are therefore
available for the library to purchase.
● Adopting an open educational resource (OER). OERs are freely available educational materials that
are openly licensed to allow for re-use and modification by faculty and instructors. There are several
publishing platform options available to faculty.
○ Find available OER textbooks on the Guide on Open Educational Resources
○ Pressbooks, an open creation platform, is managed by the Office of Academic Innovation (OAI)
○ PDXOpen is the platform maintained by the Portland State University Library providing alternatives
that can be adapted and adopted. Please contact our Digital Initiatives Unit for further information.
● Creating an online course pack in D2L by:
○ Linking to content from the library’s existing collection of electronic resources (e-books, journal
articles, streaming media, and other digital materials)

https://bit.ly/33LmM6Q

Pivot & Expand
● Quick turn around
● Instructor experimentation and
Innovation
● Less money to support
○ copyright and CC support
○ Assistance with locating items
○ Production support is less
○ Provide tools to remix
○ Hosting content
○ Partnerships
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https://doi.org/10.15760/pdxopen-24

https://pdxscholar.library.pdx.edu/pdxopen/31/

“During the fully online spring term (thank
you, covid 19), the ease of using all OER
materials in my three courses was HUGE,
especially during a time when the college
bookstore, local bookstores, and all libraries
were closed. Depending only on OER
resources meant that students didn’t miss a
single reading or assignment.”

“Having the OER resource worked really well
as COVID-19 came about, so students didn’t
have to shop for books and my classes were
already customized and organized with OER
links in D2L.”

Networks
●
●
●
●
●

Statewide opportunities
Federal funding (grant proposals due 11/16)
Open Education Network
Rebus Community
Library consortia

Meet your people
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Projects

OER Impact Research
"Massive Impact" b y NASA/Do n Da vis is in th e Pu b lic Do m a in

Flexibility
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